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This book describes just 100 walks out of the many thousands possible in the
Alps, with carefully chosen mountain huts providing the focus for each walk.
With a geographical span that ranges from the Maritime Alps of southern
France to the Julians of Slovenia, the routes include Italy's Gran Paradiso,
various regions of Austria, the Bernese Oberland and the bizarre towers of
the Dolomites of South Tirol. Three new routes and huts in this new edition
provide a better balance to the collection. Each day-walk and its associated
mountain hut has been especially selected to show the amazing diversity of
this wonderful mountain chain.
There are walks to suit every taste: gentle and undemanding, long and tough,
and everything in between. While most can be tackled in a day, some may
require an overnight stay in the hut, and some suggestions are made for
multi-day tours.

Key marketing points
• Third edition of popular guide
• One of Cicerone's top 40 best-selling guides
• Covers walks in the Alps of France, Austria, Switzerland, Slovenia, Italy

About the author
Kev Reynolds is a freelance writer, photojournalist and lecturer whose first
title for Cicerone Press (Walks and Climbs in the Pyrenees) appeared in 1978
and is still in print. He has published many books on the Alps, a series of
trekkers' guides to Nepal and, nearer to home, several guides on walking in
southern England. A member of the Alpine Club, Austrian Alpine Club and
the Outdoor Writers' Guild, he is also first honorary member of the British
Association of European Mountain Leaders.
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